AMERICA’S ANTHEM

America.....the land of opportunity...the melting pot of the world...
Kept clean and pure by the Native Americans till it was ready to take its place on the world stage..
But an American? What is an American?
It is a person of inalienable rights, who will tell you he has the right to bear arms...
to a trial by jury....to freedom of speech....to freedom of the press....
An American has the right to a free education and with that education can pull himself or herself
out of the slums... who can get an idea and with his own ingenuity can build that idea into a billion
dollar corporation.

An American is a person of high aim......who can challenge his government without fear of
reprisals...who can take on the highest ranking man in his government, challenge his right to
office...and unseat him through the voting process....

An American will fight for freedom wherever it’s endangered all around the world....
because Americans know...if they allow a tyrant to co-exist on the corner...
one day....that tyrant will be camping on their own back porch....

So what is an American? It’s a person who has the right to make the most of himself...
but has NO right to stop the progress of another.....

An American family believing in religious freedom....can live next door to a family who doesn’t
believe in religion at all....and yet their children play together....go to school together....
and neither family fears the ideology of the other...or that their father will be ousted from his bed
in the middle of the night....never to return...for an American does not have to fear a policeman’s shadow....

An American is in charge of his own destiny...is the architect of his own fate..............
and NOTHING can stop an American.....except his own lethargy....
Yes.....an American can make a difference.....as America is still the land of opportunity.......